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Abstract
This project is divided into two parts. The first focuses on the research and
documentation of Network Functions Virtualization and Software Defined Network. The
purpose of NFV is the independence between software and hardware in the devices of a
business environment, that is, most of the network devices of the core and distribution
layers are virtualized. On the other hand, SDN focuses on the network, that is, it seeks to
separate the control plane (management and device administration) from the data plane
(sending and receiving data).

Figure 1 - Network layers

The second part focuses on OpenStack. OpenStack is the software that will allow us to
virtualize the devices of the core and distribution layers. We will review the hardware
requirements, its installation step by step and finally the possibility of automation of said
installation.
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Resum
Aquest projecte es divideix en dues parts. La primera es centra en la investigació i
documentació de Network Functions Virtualization i Software Defined Network. El propòsit
d’NFV es la independència entre el software i el hardware en els dispositius d’un entorn
empresarial, és a dir, es virtualitza la major part de dispositius de xarxa de les capes de
nucli i distribució. Per una altra banda, SDN s’enfoca en la xarxa, és a dir, es busca separar
el pla de control (gestió i administració de dispositius) del pla de dades (enviament i
recepció de dades).

Figure 2 - Capes de xarxa

La segona part es centra en OpenStack. OpenStack es el software que ens permetrà
virtualitzar els dispositius de les capes de nucli i distribució. Repassarem els requisits de
hardware, la instal·lació pas a pas i per últim la possibilitat d’automatitzar aquesta
instal·lació
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Resumen
Este proyecto se divide en dos partes. La primera se centra en la investigación y
documentación de Network Functions Virtualization y Software Defined Network. El
propósito de NFV es la independencia entre el software y el hardware en los dispositivos
de un entorno empresarial, es decir, se virtualiza la mayor parte de los dispositivos de red
de las capas de núcleo y distribución. Por otra parte, SDN se enfoca en la red, es decir,
se busca separar el plano de control (gestión y administración de dispositivos) del plano
de datos (envío y recepción de datos).

Figure 3 - Capas de red

La segunda parte se centra en OpenStack. OpenStack es el software que nos va a
permitir virtualizar los dispositivos de las capas de núcleo y distribución. Repasaremos los
requisitos de hardware, su instalación paso a paso y por último la posibilidad
automatización de dicha instalación.
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1.

Introduction
The purpose of this project is to deploy a VIM. The Management and Organization

Working Group of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has
defined the network functions virtualization management and orchestration (NFV-MANO)
architecture, comprising three major functional blocks: VIM manager, VNF manager, and
NFV orchestrator. The virtualized infrastructure manager (VIM) is a key component of the
NFV-MANO architectural framework. It is responsible for controlling and managing the NFV
infrastructure (NFVI) compute, storage, and network resources, usually within one
operator’s infrastructure domain.
The VIM is responsible for managing the virtualized infrastructure of an NFV-based
solution. VIM operations include:
•

It keeps an inventory of the allocation of virtual resources to physical resources.
This allows the VIM to orchestrate the allocation, upgrade, release, and
reclamation of NFVI resources and optimize their use.

•

It supports the management of VNF forwarding graphs by organizing virtual
links, networks, subnets, and ports. The VIM also manages security group
policies to ensure access control.

•

It manages a repository of NFVI hardware resources (compute, storage,
networking) and software resources (hypervisors), along with the discovery of
the capabilities and features to optimize the use of such resources.

The VIM performs other functions as well – such as collecting performance and fault
information via notifications; managing software images (add, delete, update, query, copy)
as requested by other NFV-MANO functional blocks; and managing catalogues of
virtualized resources that can be consumed from the NFVI. In summary, the VIM is the
management glue between hardware and software in the NFV world.
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Figure 4 - NFV Architecture

The project main goals are:
1. Study the VIM, which it means study NFV and its components.
2. Study OpenStack environment.
3. Install OpenStack.
4. Study other alternatives to automate the installation of OpenStack.

Work plan
Project: Information gathering
Major constituent: Information gathering about NFV and
OpenStack.

WP ref: 1
Sheet n of m

Short description:
This project consists of gathering the necessary
information to have a global vision of the OpenStack
software that allows its installation and configuration.

Planned start date: 12-Feb
Planned end date: 28-Apr
Start event: 12-Feb
End event: 10-Aug

Internal task T1: Find information about NFV
Internal task T2: Write a document about NFV
Internal task T3: Find information about NFV Orchestration platform
Internal task T4: Write a document about NFV Orchestration platform
Internal task T5: Find information about NFVI Products
Internal task T6: Write a document about NFVI Products
Internal task T7: Find information about OpenStack
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Internal task T8: Write a document about OpenStack
Internal task T9: Find information about OpenStack installation methods
Internal task T10: Write a document about OpenStack installation methods
Internal task T11: Review the manual installation guide
Internal task T12: Write a document about the manual installation guide
Table 1 - Workplan 1

Project: Manual installation
Major constituent: Install OpenStack step-by-step
Short description:
In this part of the project we prepare the scenario in
which an installation, service by service, of OpenStack
will be made.

WP ref: 2
Sheet n of m
Planned start date: 28-Apr
Planned end date: 25-May
Start event: 10-Aug
End event: 30-Aug

Internal task T1: Prepare the virtual environment that includes two machines with ubuntu
server with 4GB and 2GB of RAM respectively.
Internal task T2: Prepare each virtual machine with the prerequisites to be able to
perform the installation of OpenStack services.
Internal task T3: Install Identity service.
Internal task T4: Verify the correct installation of Identity service.
Internal task T5: Install Image service.
Internal task T6: Verify the correct installation of Image service.
Internal task T7: Install Compute service.
Internal task T8: Verify the correct installation of Compute service.
Internal task T9: Install Networking service.
Internal task T10: Verify the correct installation of Networking service.
Internal task T11: Install Dashboard service.
Internal task T12: Verify the correct installation of Dashboard service.
Internal task T13: Install Block Storage service.
Internal task T14: Verify the correct installation of Block Storage service.
Table 2 - Workplan 2

Project: Automation of installation
WP ref: 3
Major constituent: Review installation OpenStack with Sheet n of m
Ansible or conjure-up
Short description:
Planned start date: 4-Jun
Once the installation of OpenStack is finished, we look Planned end date: 2-Jul
for the most interesting alternatives for an automated
Start event: 30-Aug
installation and study the installation guides.
End event: 26-Sep
Internal task T1: Find information about tools for infrastructure automation and
monitoring
Internal task T2: Write a document about tools for infrastructure automation and
monitoring
Internal task T3: Review the automatic deployment with Ansible
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Internal task T4: Write a document about automatic deployment with Ansible
Internal task T5: Review the automatic deployment with conjure-up
Internal task T6: Write a document about automatic deployment with conjure-up.
Table 3 - Workplan 3

Milestones
WP#

Task#

Short title

1
1
1
2
3

T1-6
T7-10
T11-12
T1-14
T1-6

NFV, NFVO and NFVI products
OpenStack and its installation methods.
Manual installation of OpenStack.
All services of OpenStack.
Automation tools, installation with Ansible
and conjure-up.

Milestone /
deliverable
Write a document.
Write a document.
Write a document.
Install and verify.
Write a document.

Date
(week)
13-Jul
01-Aug
10-Aug
30-Aug
26-Sep

Table 4 - Milestones table

Deviations from the initial plan and incidences
The most significant incidence was several weeks before Passion Week. As a result of
a personal problem I completely dissociated myself from the university, leaving aside most
of my obligations. About a month later, I resumed my duties but had the need to spend
more time with IPSAV and ICOM, of which I was also enrolled because the time I was
inactive was enough to lose the pace of study and I dedicated myself completely to the
study of both matters, with the added stress that it was the last call for both. I made the
planning of the delivery of the TFG in the second call and until I finished the exams I did
not resume work. Therefore, the work was carried out during the summer, which meant
that the communication with the tutor was minimal during most of the process.
The secondary incidents have to do with the impossibility of recreating some scenarios
contemplated in the project due to lack of resources at the hardware level, specifically the
scenarios related to the installation of OpenStack automatically, so it has been limited to
the study of the tools used and the corresponding installation guides.
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Gantt diagram

Figure 5 - Gantt diagram
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2.

Network Functions Virtualization

2.1.

What is NFV?

The Network Function Virtualization, is a general frame of reference related to the
architecture of networks, aimed at virtualizing different elements within them.
In summary, we could divide the framework into three main blocks, which are shown
and described below:
•

Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI): constitutes the general
base of the architecture; it contains the hardware to host the virtual machines,
the software that makes virtualization possible, and the virtualized resources
themselves.

•

Virtualized Network Function (VNF): uses the virtual machines offered by the
NFVI block, building on them virtualized network functions adding the necessary
software.

•

Management and Orchestration: MANO is defined as a separate block within
the architecture, which interacts with both NFVI and VNF. All the management
of the resources of the infrastructure layer is delegated in this layer (including
the creation, deletion and reservation of space necessary for the management
of the different virtual machines).

The building block for both the NFVI and the NFV-MANO is the NFV platform. In the
NFVI role, it consists of both virtual and physical processing and storage resources, and
virtualization software. In its NFV-MANO role it consists of VNF and NFVI managers and
virtualization software operating on a hardware controller. The NFV platform implements
carrier-grade features used to manage and monitor the platform components, recover from
failures and provide effective security – all required for the public carrier network.
These are the different reasons why this change in the network infrastructure was
necessary:
•

Design needs for new equipment.

•

Costs and physical manufacturing constraints.

•

High level of knowledge needed to operate proprietary HW / SW solutions.

•

HW complexity in the manufacturer's solutions.

•

Very short life cycle, which minimizes the useful life of said hardware.

•

The product cycle begins before the return on investment can begin.
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3.

OpenStack
OpenStack is a cloud operating system that controls large pools of compute, storage,

and networking resources throughout a datacenter, all managed through a dashboard that
gives administrators control while empowering their users to provision resources through
a web interface.

Figure 6 - OpenStack diagram

3.1.

Hardware requirements

The following minimum requirements should support a proof-of-concept environment
with core services and several CirrOS instances:
•

Controller Node: 1 processor, 4 GB memory, and 5 GB storage

•

Compute Node: 1 processor, 2 GB memory, and 10 GB storage
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The requirements if you want to implement a production environment:

Figure 7 - Hardware requirements

Controller
The controller node runs the Identity service, Image service, management portions of
Compute, management portion of Networking, various Networking agents, and the
Dashboard. It also includes supporting services such as an SQL database, message queue,
and NTP.

Compute
The compute node runs the hypervisor portion of Compute that operates instances. By
default, Compute uses the KVM hypervisor. The compute node also runs a Networking
service agent that connects instances to virtual networks and provides firewalling services
to instances via security groups.
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Block Storage
The Block Storage node is optional and contains the disks that the Block Storage and
Shared File System services provision for instances.

Object Storage
The Object Storage node is optional and contain the disks that the Object Storage
service uses for storing accounts, containers, and objects.

3.2.

Brief description of modules

Currently there are 34 modules in development, so I will comment on the most relevant
ones.

Identity service (Keystone)
The Identity service is the first service a user interacts with. Once authenticated, an end
user can use their identity to access other OpenStack services. The Identity service can
also integrate with some external user management systems (such as LDAP).

Image service (Glance)
The Image service enables users to discover, register, and retrieve virtual machine
images. Can be stored virtual machine images made available through the Image service
in a variety of locations, from simple file systems to object-storage systems like OpenStack
Object Storage.

Compute service (Nova)
Use OpenStack Compute to host and manage cloud computing systems and is a major
part of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service system. Interacts with Identity for authentication, with
Image service for disk and server images and with Dashboard for the user and
administrative interface.
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Networking service (Neutron)
OpenStack Networking allows to create and attach interface devices managed by other
OpenStack services to networks. Plug-ins can be implemented to accommodate different
networking equipment and software, providing flexibility to OpenStack architecture and
deployment.

Dashboard (Horizon)
Horizon is the implementation of OpenStack’s Dashboard, which provides a web-based
user interface to OpenStack services including Nova, Swift, Keystone, etc.

Block Storage service (Cinder)
The Block Storage service provides block storage devices to guest instances. The
method in which the storage is provisioned and consumed is determined by the Block
Storage driver, or drivers in the case of a multi-backend configuration. There are a variety
of drivers that are available: NAS/SAN, NFS, iSCSI, Ceph, and more.

Object Storage service (Swift)
The OpenStack Object Storage is a multi-tenant object storage system. It is highly
scalable and can manage large amounts of unstructured data at low cost.
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Figure 8 - OpenStack map

3.3.

Installation step-by-step

The first thing that must be done to be able to perform the installation are the virtual
machines on which they work. In our case we have enough with the controller and the
calculation. Following the recommendation, the expected requirements are:
•

Controller Node: 1 processor, 4 GB memory, and 5 GB storage

•

Compute Node: 1 processor, 2 GB memory, and 10 GB storage

As software for virtualization we could use KVM, VirtualBox or VMWare. As I feel more
comfortable with VMWare, it is the chosen platform.
In the end it is decided to put more resources than necessary to work with fully
functional operating systems. The resources will be:
•

Host available resources: Intel i7 8core, 16GB RAM and 1TB+ storage.

•

Controller Node: 1 processor, 6 GB memory, and 20 GB storage

•

Compute Node: 1 processor, 2 GB memory, and 20 GB storage

At a minimum, we need to install the following services in the order specified below:
•

Identity service (Keystone)

•

Image service (Glance)

•

Compute service (Nova)

•

Networking service (Neutron)
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In the guide, they advise us to also install the following components after the minimal
installation:
•

Dashboard (Horizon)

•

Block Storage service (Cinder)

After installing the different modules, both machines must be prepared with the
appropriate software to avoid installation errors. This software is composed of:
•

Security. Explains a way to generate reliable passwords and passwords that
will be generated for different services. There are some characters that give
problems, so the proposal no longer includes these characters.

•

Host networking. The virtual machines are interconnected through a specific
network topology, so you have to replicate.

•

Network Time Protocol configuration. So that there are no differences in the
time of the servers, one is designated (controller) as responsible for checking
the time abroad. The others consult the time to the designated server
(controller).

•

OpenStack packages. OpenStack has some packages that help control,
manage and install the services offered.

•

SQL Database. To keep a better record of the services, OpenStack is helped
by a database that can be MySQL or PostgreSQL among others.

•

Message Queue. Send messages between services to coordinate operations
and send status reports between services.

•

Memcached. The authentication service uses Memcached for the storage of
tokens.

•

Etcd. A distributed reliable key-value store for distributed key locking, storing
configuration, keeping track of service live-ness and other scenarios.

Once this is finished, we have entered into the installation of the services itself. Each
service has several users and a single table that are stored in the database that we
prepared in the previous steps.
The first one we install is the identity service, which manages the authentication
between the different services. In this we create domains, projects, users and roles. Once
the installation of this service is finished, each one of the ones that will be installed later
will create their particular authentication user, the service entity and the API endpoint.
The second is the image service, allows users to discover, register, and retrieve virtual
machine images. In the verification part, this tool is used to load a CirrOS image that is
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tested later. We also tested with an Ubuntu Server and investigated the options offered. In
general, it allows different file formats and whether it is public or private, among others.
The third service is the compute service, which is responsible for interacting with the
other services to manage the entire OpenStack infrastructure. In this case, the installation
is done both in the controller and in the computer.
Prior to the next step, the network configuration between the controller and compute
machines must be carried out since, depending on the topology, a different installation will
be carried out.
The Networking service use one of two architectures represented by options 1 and 2.
•

Option 1 deploys the simplest possible architecture that only supports attaching
instances to provider (external) networks. No self-service (private) networks,
routers, or floating IP addresses. Only the admin or other privileged user can
manage provider networks.

•

Option 2 augments option 1 with layer-3 services that support attaching
instances to self-service networks. The demo or other unprivileged user can
manage self-service networks including routers that provide connectivity
between self-service and provider networks. Additionally, floating IP addresses
provide connectivity to instances using self-service networks from external
networks such as the Internet.

As option 2 is more complete, it is what we will configure.
The fourth service to install is neutron service. It allows managing the network between
the different devices managed by the other services. You can configure several plugins
that extend the functionality through network equipment or software, increasing the
flexibility of the architecture and development.
Finally, we finished the basic installation, but as it has been commented previously it is
recommendable the installation of the dashboard and the block storage to be able to have
a complete infrastructure.
The next service is the Dashboard for the graphic management of the different tools
provided by the installed services. Its requirements are the installation of Python, the
Django framework, Apache and the identity service. Although it is impractical if there are
no more services in operation.
The last service to be installed is Block Storage, which provides storage for virtual
machines and supports the most popular storage methods, such as iSCSI, NFS, NAS/SAN
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and others. It is configured in the controller, in the storage node and, optionally, the backup
service can be configured in the object storage node.
3.4.

Automation of installation

The next step after finishing the installation is to analyze the process that we had to
follow for it. It is not hard to realize that it is a tedious and lengthy process for a person who
does not enjoy the job that entails.
Even so, in the case that it has to be done several times the logical thing would be to
automate this task being able to customize in each case, that is, to be able to choose the
network topology that is going to be used, the concrete services that are needed and finally ,
adapt to the servers that are intended to be used.
The first thing that we consider when it comes to automating the installation is the tool
or tools with which the installation will be carried out. You need a utility that allows you to
communicate with machines in a simple way and that does not have compatibility problems
depending on the system that is being used.
In Annex B there is a selection of automation tools, ranging from an operating system
to tools in the cloud. On the OpenStack page itself, two of these are referred to, which have
similar advantages since the way of communicating is the same, and it is done through
SSH. That eliminates one of the biggest problems, since it guarantees compatibility w ith
any current system.
Therefore, the deployment of OpenStack using automated tools is also studied, but it
is not possible to carry out the implementation of this automation since it requires higher
hardware requirements than those available.
The two tools for which OpenStack offers official support are Ansible and Juju. The
Ansible study has been decided since it has been officially available for more time, whereas
Juju has only published a month and a half officially on the OpenStack website.
The installation with Ansible requires the following steps:
•

Prepare deployment hosts: It consists of installing the necessary software for
the correct management (git, NTP, SSH-server among others) and configuring
them, to then clone the OpenStack-Ansible repository of GitHub.

•

Prepare deployment target: It consists in installing the necessary software for
the correct management (git, NTP, SSH-server, vlan, ifenslave among others)
and configure them, to then configure SSH, storage management, and finally
the internal network.
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•

Configure deployment: It consists of configuring several files that have been
downloaded from the GitHub that allow customization of the OpenStack
installation.

•

Run playbooks: It consists of executing a command in which 3 files are passed
by parameter that are responsible for configuring the different configured
services. The first file (setup-hosts.yml) is responsible for installing the
necessary basic utilities, the second (setup-infrastructure.yml) is responsible for
installing the prerequisites (Memcached and RabbitMQ, among others) and the
third (setup-openstack.yml) install the services that are properly OpenStack.

Finally, it should be mentioned that both Ubuntu and Red Hat offer the option to install
OpenStack in the case of Ubuntu and pay a distribution with OpenStack already installed
in the case of Red Hat.
Since the entire installation has been done with Ubuntu (and there are no monetary
resources available to test the Red Hat version), the option offered by Ubuntu is
investigated. It is a very interesting solution because in a few steps you have OpenStack
installed and you can also choose the services that are going to be installed.
The installation of OpenStack is done using the conjure-up tool and only needs a few
steps before the machine is ready for installation. Installation using conjure-up covers two
types of infrastructure, Cluster deployment and Workstation deployment:
•

Cluster deployment: This option is ready to be implemented in a cluster of
servers, designed to distribute the workload equally and focused on offering
services with this environment.

•

Workstation deployment: This option contemplates that the installation will be
carried out on a single server. As you can imagine, this installation is offered to
developers who intend to implement improvements or new applications and
verify their proper functioning in the environment.

In the installation in cluster mode, you need at least 4 machines and is based on the
installation of software that is called the same as the concept, MAAS (Metal as a Service),
where the idea is to convert physical servers into a flexible cloud.
This is done by installing this software on each of the physical hosts, making one the
one that manages the others. It is designed so that virtual machines can be created,
modified, managed and interconnected, either through KVM or LXD.
As I said before, the management of MAAS is done from the software itself, and the
management of the configuration that the virtual machines should have? This management
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is delegated to Juju, the automation tool discussed above, so: MAAS manages the
machines and Juju manages the services running on those machines.
After installing MAAS, the second part consists of installing the conjure-up tool and
configuring the part of OpenStack services that we want to install in each machine.
The installation in Workstation mode is much simpler, a single machine is used, and
the MAAS software is not necessary. To use different services of OpenStack we use LXD,
which is a software that, instead of creating virtual machines, uses Linux containers.
In summary, the first part consists of the installation of LXD and conjure-up. The second
part consists of OpenStack is installed and the services are configured.
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4.

Methodology / project development:
The methodology used in the project followed a specific pattern that has been carried

out in all phases of the project.
The first phase consists in understanding the conceptual environment in which
OpenStack is included, that is, NFV and the different parts that comprise it. For this purpose,
a search has been carried out in different sources of certain confidence, such as Wikipedia
and sdxcentral. In order to corroborate it, concept checks are made between the sources,
until it is decided whether what is transmitted in said sources is correct or erroneous.
Once the framework included in OpenStack is understood, a research is carried out
that seeks to understand the structure, functionality and architecture of the software. Next,
a compilation of the existing procedures for the installation of OpenStack is made,
considering those that are going to be analyzed and those that are not. To do this, it is
assessed which procedures can be most interesting for the project, while reviewing the
hardware requirements are affordable or assumable to be able to perform the installation.
Once the installation methods have been decided, a comparison is made between the
estimation of the time needed for the analysis and the importance of the type of installation.
Of course, the manual method is fundamental to understand what services are composed
and which are the essential ones, apart from the interrelation and communication between
them.
In the manual method, the same procedure is performed for each service:
•

A service study is carried out (what is it for?)

•

The installation is reviewed to understand in each step what is to be configured.

•

The prerequisites are reviewed to avoid errors in the installation.

•

The installation of the service is performed in a virtualized environment. This
installation is done by modifying the values shown in the example to force a
more exhaustive knowledge of what is done in each step.

•

It is verified that the service works correctly in the environment.

For automated installations:
•

The study of the tools used is carried out.

•

The step by step configuration of the automated tools is reviewed.

•

The hardware requirements to perform the installation are reviewed.

•

The degree of personalization of each tool is valued.
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Reviewing the prerequisites of the facilities with automation tools, it is concluded that
the available resources do not make the installation test feasible.
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5.

Results
The result of the installation has been completely satisfactory. Here are some

screenshots of the OpenStack Dashboard:

Figure 9 - Dashboard login

Figure 10 - Dashboard projects
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Figure 11 - Dashboard users

Figure 12 - Dashboard admin overview
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Figure 13 - Dashboard project API access

We created an instance of Ubuntu to test the operation. The creation of an instance is
very similar to AWS, a panel appears in which you add "hardware", network interfaces and
storage, among others.

Figure 14 - Dashboard launch instance
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And the instance running:

Figure 15 - Dashboard instance running
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6.

Budget
To make an approximate calculation of the cost of implementing a project with

OpenStack, we will use the hardware recommended in the installation guide. Here is the
necessary hardware:

Device Name
Controller
Compute
Block Storage
Object Storage

CPU (cores)
2
4
2
2

RAM (GB)
8
16
4
8

HardDisk (GB)
100
200
2000
1000

NIC
2
2
1
1

Price (€)
10.000*

Table 5 - Devices table

* We have searched for a server according to the power that is going to be needed.
Prices have been compared for several brands, including HP and Dell. The price is
approximate.
Internet access: 600MB Symmetric Movistar. 100€/month, 1.200€/year
Electricity and air conditioning: 150€/month, 960€/year
Technicians:
•

1 Junior Server administrator. 20.000€/year each one.

•

1 Junior Network administrator. 20.000€/year each one.

•

1 Junior Security administrator. 20.000€/year each one.

•

1 Specialist OpenStack 25.000€/year each one.

•

1 Senior IT Department (CTO). 45.000€/year

Local rent (Barcelona): 2.500€/month. 30.000€/year.
Total spent: 180.000€/year.
All this assuming that you want to set up an interesting project, here are the expenses
that you would invest in the creation of a web page where you would offer SaaS, PaaS and
IaaS services, without counting the product promotion expenses.
I believe that the most profitable of services is SaaS, since it allows to use the same
instances of a machine to offer the same service to several departments of the same
company. The strong point of this product is the IaaS, since you offer the possibility of
outsourcing and minimizing expenses to customers. In addition, projects that include
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perimeter security can be offered without having to buy the hardware of these devices,
simply install the corresponding OpenStack service and configure it correctly.
With this type of product, a competitive price is offered in the market that allows the
capture of customers and at the same time a slight gain. This type of project, or is done
thinking big, or is not done, because if you want something simpler, you can always use
virtualization tools based on containers and the team of workers would also be much
smaller.
If all you want is to set up a functional but basic environment, you only need a hardware
with 64GB of RAM and enough disk space, about 10TB. A mid-range server covers these
requirements and the cost is around 1,000€.
The calculation of dedicated hours is relative, depending on the depth to be achieved.
If you had to make an estimate, the installation can be done in about 60 hours with proper
planning, which would add another 60 to study OpenStack thoroughly and examine
specifically the services you want to install, considering that there are 34 services available,
where each offers different configuration and management options.
As I mentioned earlier, the number of hours can be reduced or increased depending
on the understanding you want to reach of each service used.
120 hours of a junior engineer, assuming he charges 10€/h, would go to 1,200€
In total about 2,500€ adding up all kinds of additional expenses.
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7.

Environment Impact
The implementation of a solution such as the one already proposed has a direct impact

on the environment, since one of the main objectives is to reduce costs at the hardware
level, while lengthening the life cycle of the latter. Therefore, even if indirectly, this type of
Cloud solutions has a global benefit, since they reduce the manufacture of hardware and
reduce the electricity and air conditioning costs by using a smaller number of machines.
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8.

Conclusions and future development:
To give an objective answer to the results, we will first analyze the advantages and

disadvantages of implementing OpenStack at the enterprise level.
Advantages:
•

It allows saving costs and lengthening the life cycle of the hardware.

•

It is Opensource.

•

It has a great support by the community and different reputable companies.
Currently the most influential are HP and Red Hat.

•

It is compatible with different manufacturers and increasing.

•

Greater independence of proprietary solutions.

•

Possibility of having a private, public Cloud or a hybrid solution.

•

It allows to offer a wide range of services thanks to the number of modules in
development.

•

The manual installation is long and tedious, but the documentation is very well
done.

Disadvantages:
•

Nowadays, companies tend to buy less hardware and rent it in the cloud, in
infrastructures such as AWS or Azure. They have the advantage that they pay
for use.

•

Apart from hardware, with regulations such as GPDR, the company must
secure all the network infrastructure with biometric methods and Multifactor
Access.

•

In addition, facilities must be maintained properly, so electricity and air
conditioning are vital and expensive.

•

It is a complex and modular tool, so it is easy for errors to occur during
maintenance.

•

You have to find specialized technicians or spend time in training new
technicians for configuration and maintenance. The specialized technicians are
much smaller than in other Cloud software.

•

Each OpenStack module moves at its own pace, so developers are dependent
on implementing new features.

•

It is too big a project for small or medium enterprises.
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As we can see, both the advantages and the disadvantages are large. In the end there
is no yes or no answer to the implementation of OpenStack as a business project.
Depending on the objectives of the company, we could say that if you want to offer a
IaaS, SaaS or PaaS service, I think it would be very interesting to carry out a project with
OpenStack.
On the other hand, if virtualization of network devices and servers is sought, it may be
more profitable to look for an IaaS service.
So, in summary, is OpenStack a good tool as a business solution? It depends. It is a
multi-factor answer.
For future developments, I like the idea of a project focused on the best automation of
the OpenStack installation, performing tests with the different available options. Since the
creation of the machines that will store the services, automatically configure the network
topology and finally the installation of the services and software needed to manage them.
Another development path would be the security analysis offered by OpenStack. Right
now, I'm working with the security consultant in the practices and most of the projects that
are carried out a line that have PCI DSS or ISO 2700X, so it will be very interesting in terms
of these standards with a Cloud environment like OpenStack, being able to expand it to
other cloud technologies in the sector.
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9.

Annex A: OpenStack installation guide

9.1.

Options of installation

When we did the information gathering to install OpenStack we found several options. The
first time we consider is to follow the installation guide offered by the OpenStack website.
In it we find a step by step of the preparation of the machines for this installation, which is
also available for several distributions of Linux operating systems. Specifically, openSUSE
and SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, Red Hat Enterprise Linux and CentOS and Ubuntu.
On the other hand, we have the option of accessing automation tools such as Ansible (on
the OpenStack page there is a guide to carry out a deployment) or Juju, which allow us to
carry out the installation and prepare the systems for later installation.
Finally, if we go to the official page of Ubuntu, we will see how useful we have the ability
to, in a few simple steps, perform this installation.
There is an option not contemplated, which is to use the version offered by Red Hat, which
is obviously paid. It has a trial period of 60 days, in case we are curious to test its operation.
9.2.

Installing OpenStack using modules

To install OpenStack by modules, follow the main installation guide. This guide can be
divided into two parts. In the first we prepare the operating system to be able to perform
the installation of the different components of OpenStack. It includes a variety of software,
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security
Host networking
Network Time Protocol (NTP)
OpenStack packages
SQL database
Message queue
Memcached
Etcd

The second part includes the installation of the modules themselves. As we discussed
previously, for OpenStack to be fully operational, the installation of the following services
in the order in which they appear is required:
• Identity service – keystone
• Image service – glance
• Compute service – nova
• Networking service – neutron

After the installation of the previous services, it is recommended to add the following
ones, which provide us with better administration and backup tool.
• Dashboard – horizon
• Block Storage service – cinder
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9.2.1. Preparing the infrastructure
9.2.1.1. Security
OpenStack services support various security methods including password, policy, and
encryption. Additionally, supporting services including the database server and message
broker support password security.
Warning! The database connection string in services configuration file cannot accept
special characters like “@”.
Running the following command automatically creates passwords.
$ openssl rand -hex 10

Password Name
Database password (no variable used)
ADMIN_PASS
CINDER_DBPASS
CINDER_PASS
DASH_DBPASS
DEMO_PASS
GLANCE_DBPASS
GLANCE_PASS
KEYSTONE_DBPASS
METADATA_SECRET
NEUTRON_DBPASS
NEUTRON_PASS
NOVA_DBPASS
NOVA_PASS
PLACEMENT_PASS
RABBIT_PASS

Description
Root password for the database
Password of user admin
Database password for the Block
Storage service
Password of Block Storage service
user cinder
Database password for the Dashboard
Password of user demo
Database password for Image service
Password of Image service user glance
Database password of Identity service
Secret for the metadata proxy
Database password for the Networking
service
Password of Networking service
user neutron
Database password for Compute service
Password of Compute service user nova
Password of the Placement service
user placement
Password of RabbitMQ user openstack

Table 6 - Password's table

Replace the value of the password when the Password Name is found.

OpenStack and supporting services require administrative privileges during installation and
operation. In some cases, services perform modifications to the host that can interfere with
deployment automation tools such as Ansible, Chef, and Puppet.
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9.2.1.2. Host networking
9.2.1.2.1. Configure network interfaces

Figure 16 - Network topology

To replicate the scenario in my infrastructure, the first thing is to configure the network in
Ubuntu, both in the Controller and in the Compute. As I am using Ubuntu Server 18, to
configure the network I use the netplan utility. To do this we go to / etc / netplan / and create
two files, interface1.yaml and interface2.yaml. If there is another file we must make sure to
eliminate it or change the extension so that netplan does not give errors.
Next, I attach the captures of both files in both the controller and the computer. The others
I omit since I did not create them.
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Figure 17 – Network configuration on Controller

Figure 18 - Network configuration on Compute
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Once the files are created, we execute:
# netplan apply

9.2.1.2.2. Configure name resolution
To configure local name resolution we can use the file /etc/hosts and configure it to resolve
the names of the servers. In this case, the file must contain the name of all the servers that
are used and since I only have controller and compute, the others do not appear.

Figure 19 - Example file /etc/hosts in controller

If it exists, it is necessary to eliminate the entry in which the 127.0.1.1 ip appears, since it
can give problems. The entry with 127.0.0.1 should not be touched.
We restart the servers when they are configured to make the changes effective.
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To check the correct connectivity, we ping the internet and the different servers by name.

Figure 20 - Checking internet connectivity and between servers

For other network configuration options, go to the official distribution page.
The network segment used does not have to be the one used here, it can be a custom IP
range, taking into account that later the configuration files will have to be modified.
9.2.1.3. Network Time Protocol configuration
To properly synchronize services among nodes, you can install Chrony, an implementation
of NTP.
First, the installation of the NTP software on the controller.
# apt install chrony

Edit the chrony.conf, located in /etc/chrony.
server NTP_SERVER iburst

To enable other nodes to connect to the chrony service on the controller
allow 10.0.0.0/24

Restart the NTP service
# systemctl restart chrony

By default, the service is enabled, but if it is executed:
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systemctl status chrony

If the service is shown disabled, it can be enabled with:
systemctl enable chrony

For other servers the procedure varies a bit:
First, the installation of the NTP software.
# apt install chrony

Edit the chrony.conf, located in /etc/chrony.
server controller iburst

Restart the NTP service
# systemctl restart chrony

By default, the service is enabled, but if it is executed:
systemctl status chrony

If the service is shown disabled, it can be enabled with:
systemctl enable chrony

To verify the correct operation execute on the all nodes
# chronyc sources

9.2.1.4. Install Openstack packages
Distributions release OpenStack packages as part of the distribution or using other
methods because of differing release schedules. Perform these procedures on all nodes.
First of all, it needs to add the repository of Openstack, in this case Rocky version. To verify
the last version of Openstack check https://docs.openstack.org/install-guide/environmentpackages-ubuntu.html
# apt install software-properties-common
# add-apt-repository cloud-archive:rocky

Next, install Openstack packages
# apt update && apt dist-upgrade
# apt install python-openstackclient
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9.2.1.5. SQL Database
Most OpenStack services use an SQL database to store information. The database
typically runs on the controller node. OpenStack services also support SQL databases
including MySQL (MariaDB) and PostgreSQL.
Install the packages
# apt install mariadb-server python-pymysql

Create and edit the /etc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/99-openstack.cnf file.
[mysqld]
bind-address = 10.0.0.11
default-storage-engine = innodb
innodb_file_per_table = on
max_connections = 4096
collation-server = utf8_general_ci
character-set-server = utf8

To apply changes, restart the service
# service mysql restart

Or
# systemctl restart mysql

To secure the database service
# mysql_secure_installation

9.2.1.6. Message Qeue
OpenStack uses a message queue to coordinate operations and status information among
services. The message queue service typically runs on the controller node. OpenStack
supports several message queue services including RabbitMQ, Qpid, and ZeroMQ. This
guide implements the RabbitMQ message queue service.
install the package:
# apt install rabbitmq-server

Add the openstack user:
# rabbitmqctl add_user openstack RABBIT_PASS

Permit configuration, write, and read access for the openstack user:
# rabbitmqctl set_permissions openstack ".*" ".*" ".*"
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9.2.1.7. Memcached
The Identity service authentication mechanism for services uses Memcached to cache
tokens. The memcached service typically runs on the controller node. For production
deployments, we recommend enabling a combination of firewalling, authentication, and
encryption to secure it.
Install the packages:
# apt install memcached python-memcache

Edit the /etc/memcached.conf file and configure the service to use the management IP
address of the controller node. This is to enable access by other nodes via the management
network:
-l 10.0.0.11

Restart the Memcached service:
# service memcached restart

9.2.1.8. Etcd
OpenStack services may use Etcd, a distributed reliable key-value store for distributed key
locking, storing configuration, keeping track of service live-ness and other scenarios.
Install the etcd package:
# apt install etcd

Edit the /etc/default/etcd file. This enable access by other nodes via the management
network:
ETCD_NAME="controller"
ETCD_DATA_DIR="/var/lib/etcd"
ETCD_INITIAL_CLUSTER_STATE="new"
ETCD_INITIAL_CLUSTER_TOKEN="etcd-cluster-01"
ETCD_INITIAL_CLUSTER="controller=http://10.0.0.11:2380"
ETCD_INITIAL_ADVERTISE_PEER_URLS="http://10.0.0.11:2380"
ETCD_ADVERTISE_CLIENT_URLS="http://10.0.0.11:2379"
ETCD_LISTEN_PEER_URLS="http://0.0.0.0:2380"
ETCD_LISTEN_CLIENT_URLS="http://10.0.0.11:2379"

Enable and start the etcd service if it is necessary:
# systemctl enable etcd
# systemctl start etcd

With these the machines are prepared to install OpenStack services.
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9.2.2. Install OpenStack services
At a minimum, need to install the following services. Install the services in the order
specified below:
•
•
•
•

Identity service – keystone
Image service – glance
Compute service – nova
Networking service – neutron

These services are not necessary but is very interesting to manage OpenStack and to use
backup services:
•
•

Dashboard – horizon
Block Storage service – cinder

The previous indication is the same to different versions of OpenStack. The last version is
Rocky and this guide is based on it.
9.2.2.1. Creation of users and table on a database
There is a part that is common to all the services and is the creation of a user and a table
in the database related to the service they will provide. Since this is an operation that is not
subject to any kind of priority, it will be done globally at the beginning.
# mysql
CREATE DATABASE keystone;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON keystone.* TO 'keystone'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'KEYSTONE_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON keystone.* TO 'keystone'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'KEYSTONE_DBPASS';
CREATE DATABASE glance;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON glance.* TO 'glance'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'GLANCE_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON glance.* TO 'glance'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'GLANCE_DBPASS';
CREATE DATABASE nova_api;
CREATE DATABASE nova;
CREATE DATABASE nova_cell0;
CREATE DATABASE placement;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova_api.* TO 'nova'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova_api.* TO 'nova'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova.* TO 'nova'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova.* TO 'nova'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova_cell0.* TO 'nova'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON nova_cell0.* TO 'nova'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NOVA_DBPASS';
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GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON placement.* TO 'placement'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'PLACEMENT_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON placement.* TO 'placement'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'PLACEMENT_DBPASS';
CREATE DATABASE neutron;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON neutron.* TO 'neutron'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NEUTRON_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON neutron.* TO 'neutron'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'NEUTRON_DBPASS';
CREATE DATABASE horizon;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON horizon.* TO 'horizon'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'HORIZON_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON horizon.* TO 'horizon'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'HORIZON_DBPASS';
CREATE DATABASE cinder;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON cinder.* TO 'cinder'@'localhost' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'CINDER_DBPASS';
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON cinder.* TO 'cinder'@'%' \
IDENTIFIED BY 'CINDER_DBPASS';

9.2.2.2. Identity service – keystone
This section describes how to install and configure the OpenStack Identity service on the
controller node.
Run the following command to install the packages:
# apt install keystone

apache2 libapache2-mod-wsgi

Edit the /etc/keystone/keystone.conf file. Comment out or remove any other connection
options in the [database] section.
[database]
connection =
mysql+pymysql://keystone:KEYSTONE_DBPASS@controller/keystone
[token]
provider = fernet

Populate the Identity service database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "keystone-manage db_sync" keystone

Initialize Fernet key repositories:
# keystone-manage fernet_setup --keystone-user keystone --keystone-group
keystone
# keystone-manage credential_setup --keystone-user keystone --keystonegroup keystone

Bootstrap the Identity service:
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Before the Queens release, keystone needed to be run on two separate ports to
accommodate the Identity v2 API which ran a separate admin-only service commonly on
port 35357. With the removal of the v2 API, keystone can be run on the same port for all
interfaces.
# keystone-manage bootstrap --bootstrap-password ADMIN_PASS \
--bootstrap-admin-url http://controller:5000/v3/ \
--bootstrap-internal-url http://controller:5000/v3/ \
--bootstrap-public-url http://controller:5000/v3/ \
--bootstrap-region-id RegionOne

Edit the /etc/apache2/apache2.conf file and configure the ServerName option to reference
the controller node:
ServerName controller

Restart the Apache service:
# service apache2 restart

Configure the administrative account
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

export
export
export
export
export
export
export

OS_USERNAME=admin
OS_PASSWORD=ADMIN_PASS
OS_PROJECT_NAME=admin
OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller:5000/v3
OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION=3

The Identity service provides authentication services for each OpenStack service. The
authentication service uses a combination of domains, projects, users, and roles.

Create new domain:
$ openstack domain create --description "An Example Domain" example

Create the service project:
$ openstack project create --domain default \
--description "Service Project" service

Create the myproject project:
$ openstack project create --domain default \
--description "Demo Project" myproject

Create the myuser user:
$ openstack user create --domain default \
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--password-prompt myuser

Create the myrole role:
$ openstack role create myrole

Add the myrole role to the myproject project and myuser user:
$ openstack role add --project myproject --user myuser myrole

Unset the temporary OS_AUTH_URL and OS_PASSWORD environment variable:
$ unset OS_AUTH_URL OS_PASSWORD

As the admin user, request an authentication token:
$ openstack --os-auth-url http://controller:5000/v3 \
--os-project-domain-name Default --os-user-domain-name Default \
--os-project-name admin --os-username admin token issue

As the myuser user created in the previous, request an authentication token:
$ openstack --os-auth-url http://controller:5000/v3 \
--os-project-domain-name Default --os-user-domain-name Default \
--os-project-name myproject --os-username myuser token issue

The same happens in this case, from now on different services will be authenticated by
keystone, so we can now create users related to other services to avoid having to repeat
the steps in each service installation.

To create the service credentials, complete these steps:
Create the glance user:
$ openstack user create --domain default --password-prompt glance

Add the admin role to the glance user and service project:
$ openstack role add --project service --user glance admin

Create the glance service entity:
$ openstack service create --name glance \
--description "OpenStack Image" image

Create the Image service API endpoints:
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
image public http://controller:9292
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$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
image internal http://controller:9292
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
image admin http://controller:9292

Create the nova user:
$ openstack user create --domain default --password-prompt nova

Add the admin role to the nova user:
$ openstack role add --project service --user nova admin

Create the nova service entity:
$ openstack service create --name nova \
--description "OpenStack Compute" compute

Create the Compute API service endpoints:
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
compute public http://controller:8774/v2.1
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
compute internal http://controller:8774/v2.1
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
compute admin http://controller:8774/v2.1

Create a Placement service user using your chosen PLACEMENT_PASS:
$ openstack user create --domain default --password-prompt placement

Add the Placement user to the service project with the admin role:
$ openstack role add --project service --user placement admin

Create the Placement API entry in the service catalog:
$ openstack service create --name placement \
--description "Placement API" placement

Create the Placement API service endpoints:
$ openstack
placement
$ openstack
placement
$ openstack
placement

endpoint create --region RegionOne \
public http://controller:8778
endpoint create --region RegionOne \
internal http://controller:8778
endpoint create --region RegionOne \
admin http://controller:8778

Create the neutron user:
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$ openstack user create --domain default --password-prompt neutron

Add the admin role to the neutron user:
$ openstack role add --project service --user neutron admin

Create the neutron service entity:
$ openstack service create --name neutron \
--description "OpenStack Networking" network

Create the Networking service API endpoints:
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
network public http://controller:9696
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
network internal http://controller:9696
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
network admin http://controller:9696

Create a cinder user:
$ openstack user create --domain default --password-prompt cinder

Add the admin role to the cinder user:
$ openstack role add --project service --user cinder admin

Create the cinderv2 and cinderv3 service entities:
$ openstack service create
--description "OpenStack
$ openstack service create
--description "OpenStack

--name cinderv2 \
Block Storage" volumev2
--name cinderv3 \
Block Storage" volumev3

Create the Block Storage service API endpoints:
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev2 public http://controller:8776/v2/%\(project_id\)s
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev2 internal http://controller:8776/v2/%\(project_id\)s
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev2 admin http://controller:8776/v2/%\(project_id\)s
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev3 public http://controller:8776/v3/%\(project_id\)s
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev3 internal http://controller:8776/v3/%\(project_id\)s
$ openstack endpoint create --region RegionOne \
volumev3 admin http://controller:8776/v3/%\(project_id\)s
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The previous sections used a combination of environment variables and command options
to interact with the Identity service via the openstack client. OpenStack supports simple
client environment scripts also known as OpenRC files. These scripts typically contain
common options for all clients, but also support unique options.
Create client environment scripts for the admin and demo projects and users. Future
portions of this guide reference these scripts to load appropriate credentials for client
operations.

Create and edit the admin-openrc file and add the following content:
export
export
export
export
export
export
export
export

OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_PROJECT_NAME=admin
OS_USERNAME=admin
OS_PASSWORD=ADMIN_PASS
OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller:5000/v3
OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION=3
OS_IMAGE_API_VERSION=2

Create and edit the demo-openrc file and add the following content:
export
export
export
export
export
export
export
export

OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
OS_PROJECT_NAME=myproject
OS_USERNAME=myuser
OS_PASSWORD=MYUSER_PASS
OS_AUTH_URL=http://controller:5000/v3
OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION=3
OS_IMAGE_API_VERSION=2

To run clients as a specific project and user, you can simply load the associated client
environment script prior to running them. For example:
$ . admin-openrc

Request an authentication token:
$ openstack token issue

9.2.2.3. Image service – glance
Install the packages:
# apt install glance

Edit the /etc/glance/glance-api.conf file:
[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://glance:GLANCE_DBPASS@controller/glance
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Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.
[keystone_authtoken]
www_authenticate_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = Default
user_domain_name = Default
project_name = service
username = glance
password = GLANCE_PASS

[paste_deploy]
flavor = keystone

[glance_store]
stores = file,http
default_store = file
filesystem_store_datadir = /var/lib/glance/images/

Edit the /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf file. Comment out or remove any other options in
the [keystone_authtoken] section.
[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://glance:GLANCE_DBPASS@controller/glance

[keystone_authtoken]
www_authenticate_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = Default
user_domain_name = Default
project_name = service
username = glance
password = GLANCE_PASS

[paste_deploy]
flavor = keystone

Populate the Image service database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "glance-manage db_sync" glance

Restart the Image services:
# service glance-registry restart
# service glance-api restart
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To verify operation: source the admin credentials to gain access to admin-only CLI
commands:
$ . admin-openrc

Download the source image:
$ wget http://download.cirros-cloud.net/0.4.0/cirros-0.4.0-x86_64disk.img

Install wget if the distribution does not include it.

Upload the image to the Image service using the QCOW2 disk format, bare container
format, and public visibility so all projects can access it:
$ openstack image create "cirros" \
--file cirros-0.4.0-x86_64-disk.img \
--disk-format qcow2 --container-format bare \
--public

Confirm upload of the image and validate attributes:
$ openstack image list

9.2.2.4. Compute service – nova
Install the packages:
# apt install nova-api nova-conductor nova-novncproxy nova-scheduler \
nova-placement-api

Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf file:
[api_database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://nova:NOVA_DBPASS@controller/nova_api
[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://nova:NOVA_DBPASS@controller/nova
[placement_database]
connection =
mysql+pymysql://placement:PLACEMENT_DBPASS@controller/placement

Configure RabbitMQ message queue access. Comment out or remove any other options
in the [keystone_authtoken] section.
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller

[api]
auth_strategy = keystone
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[keystone_authtoken]
auth_url = http://controller:5000/v3
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
project_name = service
username = nova
password = NOVA_PASS

Configure the my_ip option to use the management interface IP address of the controller
node and enable support for the Networking service.
By default, Compute uses an internal firewall driver. Since the Networking service includes
a firewall driver, you must disable the Compute firewall driver by using the
nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver firewall driver.
[DEFAULT]
my_ip = 10.0.0.11
use_neutron = true
firewall_driver = nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver

Configure the [neutron] section of /etc/nova/nova.conf.
Configure the VNC proxy to use the management interface IP address of the controller
node, configure the location of the Image service API and configure the Placement API.
Due to a packaging bug, remove the log_dir option from the [DEFAULT] section.
[vnc]
enabled = true
server_listen = $my_ip
server_proxyclient_address = $my_ip
[glance]
api_servers = http://controller:9292
In the [oslo_concurrency] section, configure the lock path:
[oslo_concurrency]
lock_path = /var/lib/nova/tmp

[placement]
region_name = RegionOne
project_domain_name = Default
project_name = service
auth_type = password
user_domain_name = Default
auth_url = http://controller:5000/v3
username = placement
password = PLACEMENT_PASS

Populate the nova-api and placement databases:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage api_db sync" nova
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Register the cell0 database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage cell_v2 map_cell0" nova

Create the cell1 cell:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage cell_v2 create_cell --name=cell1 -verbose" nova
109e1d4b-536a-40d0-83c6-5f121b82b650

Populate the nova database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage db sync" nova

Verify nova cell0 and cell1 are registered correctly:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage cell_v2 list_cells" nova

Restart the Compute services:
#
#
#
#

service
service
service
service

nova-api restart
nova-scheduler restart
nova-conductor restart
nova-novncproxy restart

Install in a compute node:
Install the packages:
# apt install nova-compute

Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf file. Configure RabbitMQ message queue access and
configure Identity service access:
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller

[api]
auth_strategy = keystone

[keystone_authtoken]
auth_url = http://controller:5000/v3
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
project_name = service
username = nova
password = NOVA_PASS
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Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.
[DEFAULT]
my_ip = 10.0.0.31
use_neutron = true
firewall_driver = nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver

By default, Compute uses an internal firewall service. Since Networking includes a firewall
service, you must disable the Compute firewall service by using the
nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver firewall driver.

Configure the [neutron] section of /etc/nova/nova.conf.

In the [vnc] section, enable and configure remote console access:
[vnc]
enabled = true
server_listen = 0.0.0.0
server_proxyclient_address = $my_ip
novncproxy_base_url = http://controller:6080/vnc_auto.html

The server component listens on all IP addresses and the proxy component only listens on
the management interface IP address of the compute node. The base URL indicates the
location where you can use a web browser to access remote consoles of instances on this
compute node.

If the web browser to access remote consoles resides on a host that cannot resolve the
controller hostname, you must replace controller with the management interface IP address
of the controller node.

In the [glance] section, configure the location of the Image service API:
[glance]
api_servers = http://controller:9292

In the [oslo_concurrency] section, configure the lock path:
[oslo_concurrency]
lock_path = /var/lib/nova/tmp

Due to a packaging bug, remove the log_dir option from the [DEFAULT] section.

In the [placement] section, configure the Placement API:
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[placement]
region_name = RegionOne
project_domain_name = Default
project_name = service
auth_type = password
user_domain_name = Default
auth_url = http://controller:5000/v3
username = placement
password = PLACEMENT_PASS

Comment out any other options in the [placement] section.

Determine whether your compute node supports hardware acceleration for virtual
machines:
$ egrep -c '(vmx|svm)' /proc/cpuinfo

If this command returns a value of one or greater, your compute node supports hardware
acceleration which typically requires no additional configuration, if not you must configure
libvirt to use QEMU instead of KVM.

Edit the [libvirt] section in the /etc/nova/nova-compute.conf file as follows:
[libvirt]
virt_type = qemu

Restart the Compute service:
# service nova-compute restart

If the nova-compute service fails to start, check /var/log/nova/nova-compute.log. The error
message AMQP server on controller:5672 is unreachable likely indicates that the firewall
on the controller node is preventing access to port 5672. Configure the firewall to open port
5672 on the controller node and restart nova-compute service on the compute node.

Add the compute node to the cell database
Run the following commands on the controller node.
Source the admin credentials to enable admin-only CLI commands, then confirm there are
compute hosts in the database:
$ . admin-openrc
$ openstack compute service list --service nova-compute

Discover compute hosts:
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# su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage cell_v2 discover_hosts --verbose" nova

When you add new compute nodes, you must run nova-manage cell_v2 discover_hosts on
the controller node to register those new compute nodes. Alternatively, you can set an
appropriate interval in /etc/nova/nova.conf:
[scheduler]
discover_hosts_in_cells_interval = 300

Verify operation of the Compute service.
Perform these commands on the controller node.
$ . admin-openrc

List service components to verify successful launch and registration of each process:
$ openstack compute service list

List API endpoints in the Identity service to verify connectivity with the Identity service:
$ openstack catalog list

List images in the Image service to verify connectivity with the Image service:
$ openstack image list

Check the cells and placement API are working successfully:
# nova-status upgrade check

9.2.2.5. Configure networking options
9.2.2.5.1. Install and configure the Networking components on the controller node.
Install the components:
# apt install neutron-server neutron-plugin-ml2 \
neutron-linuxbridge-agent neutron-l3-agent neutron-dhcp-agent \
neutron-metadata-agent

Edit the /etc/neutron/neutron.conf file. Configure database access:
[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://neutron:NEUTRON_DBPASS@controller/neutron

Comment out or remove any other connection options in the [database] section.

Enable the Modular Layer 2 (ML2) plug-in, router service, and overlapping IP addresses:
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[DEFAULT]
core_plugin = ml2
service_plugins = router
allow_overlapping_ips = true

Configure RabbitMQ message queue access:
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller

Configure Identity service access:
[DEFAULT]
auth_strategy = keystone

[keystone_authtoken]
www_authenticate_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
project_name = service
username = neutron
password = NEUTRON_PASS

Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.

Configure Networking to notify Compute of network topology changes:
[DEFAULT]
notify_nova_on_port_status_changes = true
notify_nova_on_port_data_changes = true

[nova]
auth_url = http://controller:5000
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
region_name = RegionOne
project_name = service
username = nova
password = NOVA_PASS

The ML2 plug-in uses the Linux bridge mechanism to build layer-2 (bridging and switching)
virtual networking infrastructure for instances.
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Edit the /etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/ml2_conf.ini file. Enable flat, VLAN, VXLAN networks,
VXLAN self-service networks, the Linux bridge and layer-2 population mechanisms and
port security extension driver:
[ml2]
type_drivers = flat,vlan,vxlan
tenant_network_types = vxlan
mechanism_drivers = linuxbridge,l2population
extension_drivers = port_security

Configure the provider virtual network as a flat network:
[ml2_type_flat]
flat_networks = provider

Configure the VXLAN network identifier range for self-service networks:
[ml2_type_vxlan]
vni_ranges = 1:1000

Enable ipset to increase efficiency of security group rules:
[securitygroup]
enable_ipset = true

The Linux bridge agent builds layer-2 (bridging and switching) virtual networking
infrastructure for instances and handles security groups.
Edit the /etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/linuxbridge_agent.ini file. Map the provider virtual network
to the provider physical network interface:
[linux_bridge]
physical_interface_mappings = provider:PROVIDER_INTERFACE_NAME

Enable VXLAN overlay networks, configure the IP address of the physical network interface
that handles overlay networks, and enable layer-2 population:
[vxlan]
enable_vxlan = true
local_ip = OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS
l2_population = true

Replace OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS with the IP address of the underlying
physical network interface that handles overlay networks. The example architecture uses
the management interface to tunnel traffic to the other nodes. Therefore, replace
OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS with the management IP address of the controller
node.

Enable security groups and configure the Linux bridge iptables firewall driver:
[securitygroup]
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enable_security_group = true
firewall_driver =
neutron.agent.linux.iptables_firewall.IptablesFirewallDriver

Ensure your Linux operating system kernel supports network bridge filters by verifying all
the following sysctl values are set to 1:
net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-iptables
net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-ip6tables

To enable networking bridge support, typically the br_netfilter kernel module needs to be
loaded.

The Layer-3 (L3) agent provides routing and NAT services for self-service virtual networks.
Edit the /etc/neutron/l3_agent.ini file. Configure the Linux bridge interface driver and
external network bridge:
[DEFAULT]
interface_driver = linuxbridge

The DHCP agent provides DHCP services for virtual networks.
Edit the /etc/neutron/dhcp_agent.ini file. Configure the Linux bridge interface driver,
Dnsmasq DHCP driver, and enable isolated metadata so instances on provider networks
can access metadata over the network:
[DEFAULT]
interface_driver = linuxbridge
dhcp_driver = neutron.agent.linux.dhcp.Dnsmasq
enable_isolated_metadata = true

9.2.2.5.2. Configure the Networking components on a compute node.
Configure the Linux bridge agent
The Linux bridge agent builds layer-2 (bridging and switching) virtual networking
infrastructure for instances and handles security groups.

Edit the /etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/linuxbridge_agent.ini file. Map the provider virtual network
to the provider physical network interface, enable VXLAN overlay networks, configure the
IP address of the physical network interface that handles overlay networks, enable layer-2
population, enable security groups and configure the Linux bridge iptables firewall driver:
[linux_bridge]
physical_interface_mappings = provider:PROVIDER_INTERFACE_NAME

[vxlan]
enable_vxlan = true
local_ip = OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS
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l2_population = true

[securitygroup]
enable_security_group = true
firewall_driver =
neutron.agent.linux.iptables_firewall.IptablesFirewallDriver

Replace OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS with the IP address of the underlying
physical network interface that handles overlay networks. The example architecture uses
the management interface to tunnel traffic to the other nodes. Therefore, replace
OVERLAY_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS with the management IP address of the compute
node. See Host networking for more information.

Ensure your Linux operating system kernel supports network bridge filters by verifying all
the following sysctl values are set to 1:
net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-iptables
net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-ip6tables

To enable networking bridge support, typically the br_netfilter kernel module needs to be
loaded.

9.2.2.6. Networking service – neutron
The metadata agent provides configuration information such as credentials to instances.
Edit the /etc/neutron/metadata_agent.ini file. Configure the metadata host and shared
secret:
[DEFAULT]
nova_metadata_host = controller
metadata_proxy_shared_secret = METADATA_SECRET

Replace METADATA_SECRET with a suitable secret for the metadata proxy.

Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf file. Configure access parameters, enable the metadata proxy,
and configure the secret:
[neutron]
url = http://controller:9696
auth_url = http://controller:5000
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
region_name = RegionOne
project_name = service
username = neutron
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password = NEUTRON_PASS
service_metadata_proxy = true
metadata_proxy_shared_secret = METADATA_SECRET

Populate the database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "neutron-db-manage --config-file
/etc/neutron/neutron.conf \
--config-file /etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/ml2_conf.ini upgrade head"
neutron

Restart the Compute API service:
# service nova-api restart

Restart the Networking services.
#
#
#
#
#

service
service
service
service
service

neutron-server restart
neutron-linuxbridge-agent restart
neutron-dhcp-agent restart
neutron-metadata-agent restart
neutron-l3-agent restart

The compute node handles connectivity and security groups for instances.
Install the components
# apt install neutron-linuxbridge-agent

Configure the common component
The Networking common component configuration includes the authentication mechanism,
message queue, and plug-in.

Edit the /etc/neutron/neutron.conf file. Comment out any connection options because
compute nodes do not directly access the database. Configure RabbitMQ message queue
access and Identity service access:
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller
auth_strategy = keystone
[keystone_authtoken]
www_authenticate_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
project_name = service
username = neutron
password = NEUTRON_PASS
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Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.

Configure the Compute service to use the Networking service

Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf file. Configure access parameters:
[neutron]
url = http://controller:9696
auth_url = http://controller:5000
auth_type = password
project_domain_name = default
user_domain_name = default
region_name = RegionOne
project_name = service
username = neutron
password = NEUTRON_PASS

Restart the Compute service and the Linux bridge agent:
# service nova-compute restart
# service neutron-linuxbridge-agent restart

List agents to verify successful launch of the neutron agents:
$ openstack network agent list

9.2.2.7. Dashboard – horizon
9.2.2.7.1. System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Python 2.7 or 3.5
Django 1.11 or 2.0
An accessible keystone endpoint
All other services are optional. If the keystone endpoint for a service is configured,
horizon detects it and enables its support automatically.

It is decided to use python 3.6.6 and Django 2.

Install python
To install the last version of python3
$ sudo apt install python3

Install Django
First of all, it is needed to install pip and, with it, install Django.
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$ sudo apt install python3-pip

And then, install Django
$ pip3 install Django==2.1.2

9.2.2.7.2. Dashboard installation
The only core service required by the dashboard is the Identity service. You can use the
dashboard in combination with other services, such as Image service, Compute, and
Networking. You can also use the dashboard in environments with stand-alone services
such as Object Storage.

Install and configure components
Install the packages:
# apt install openstack-dashboard

Edit the /etc/openstack-dashboard/local_settings.py file. Configure the dashboard to use
OpenStack services on the controller node:
OPENSTACK_HOST = "controller"

In the Dashboard configuration section, allow your hosts to access Dashboard:
ALLOWED_HOSTS = ['one.example.com', 'two.example.com']

Do not edit the ALLOWED_HOSTS parameter under the Ubuntu configuration section.

Configure the memcached session storage service:
SESSION_ENGINE = 'django.contrib.sessions.backends.cache'
CACHES = {
'default': {
'BACKEND':
'django.core.cache.backends.memcached.MemcachedCache',
'LOCATION': 'controller:11211',
}
}

Comment out any other session storage configuration.

Enable the Identity API version 3:
OPENSTACK_KEYSTONE_URL = "http://%s:5000/v3" % OPENSTACK_HOST
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Enable support for domains:
OPENSTACK_KEYSTONE_MULTIDOMAIN_SUPPORT = True

Configure API versions:
OPENSTACK_API_VERSIONS = {
"identity": 3,
"image": 2,
"volume": 2,
}

Configure Default as the default domain for users that you create via the dashboard:
OPENSTACK_KEYSTONE_DEFAULT_DOMAIN = "Default"

Configure user as the default role for users that you create via the dashboard:
OPENSTACK_KEYSTONE_DEFAULT_ROLE = "user"

If you chose networking option 1, disable support for layer-3 networking services:
OPENSTACK_NEUTRON_NETWORK = {
...
'enable_router': False,
'enable_quotas': False,
'enable_ipv6': False,
'enable_distributed_router': False,
'enable_ha_router': False,
'enable_lb': False,
'enable_firewall': False,
'enable_vpn': False,
'enable_fip_topology_check': False,
}

Optionally, configure the time zone. Replace TIME_ZONE with an appropriate time zone
identifier.
TIME_ZONE = "TIME_ZONE"

Add the following line to /etc/apache2/conf-available/openstack-dashboard.conf if not
included.
WSGIApplicationGroup %{GLOBAL}

Reload the web server configuration:
# service apache2 reload
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To verify operation of the dashboard, access the dashboard using a web browser at
http://controller/horizon and authenticate using admin or demo user and default domain
credentials.

9.2.2.8. Block Storage service – cinder
Install the packages:
# apt install cinder-api cinder-scheduler

Edit the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file. Configure database access, configure RabbitMQ
message queue access, configure Identity service access, configure the my_ip option to
use the management interface IP address of the controller node and configure the lock
path:
[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://cinder:CINDER_DBPASS@controller/cinder
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller
auth_strategy = keystone
my_ip = 10.0.0.11
[keystone_authtoken]
www_authenticate_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_id = default
user_domain_id = default
project_name = service
username = cinder
password = CINDER_PASS
[oslo_concurrency]
lock_path = /var/lib/cinder/tmp

Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.

Populate the Block Storage database:
# su -s /bin/sh -c "cinder-manage db sync" cinder

Configure Compute to use Block Storage
Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf file and add the following to it:
[cinder]
os_region_name = RegionOne

Restart the Compute API service:
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# service nova-api restart

Restart the Block Storage services:
# service cinder-scheduler restart
# service apache2 restart

Before you install and configure the Block Storage service on the storage node, you must
prepare the storage device.

Perform these steps on the storage node.
Install the supporting utility packages:
# apt install lvm2 thin-provisioning-tools

Create the LVM physical volume /dev/sdb:
# pvcreate /dev/sdb

Create the LVM volume group cinder-volumes:
# vgcreate cinder-volumes /dev/sdb

The Block Storage service creates logical volumes in this volume group.

Only instances can access Block Storage volumes. However, the underlying operating
system manages the devices associated with the volumes. By default, the LVM volume
scanning tool scans the /dev directory for block storage devices that contain volumes. If
projects use LVM on their volumes, the scanning tool detects these volumes and attempts
to cache them which can cause a variety of problems with both the underlying operating
system and project volumes. You must reconfigure LVM to scan only the devices that
contain the cinder-volumes volume group. Edit the /etc/lvm/lvm.conf file and complete the
following actions:
In the devices section, add a filter that accepts the /dev/sdb device and rejects all other
devices:
devices {
…
filter = [ "a/sdb/", "r/.*/"]

Each item in the filter array begins with a for accept or r for reject and includes a regular
expression for the device name. The array must end with r/.*/ to reject any remaining
devices. You can use the vgs -vvvv command to test filters.
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If your storage nodes use LVM on the operating system disk, you must also add the
associated device to the filter. For example, if the /dev/sda device contains the operating
system:
filter = [ "a/sda/", "a/sdb/", "r/.*/"]

Similarly, if your compute nodes use LVM on the operating system disk, you must also
modify the filter in the /etc/lvm/lvm.conf file on those nodes to include only the operating
system disk. For example, if the /dev/sda device contains the operating system:
filter = [ "a/sda/", "r/.*/"]

Install and configure components
Install the packages:
# apt install cinder-volume

Edit the /etc/cinder/cinder.conf file. Configure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

database access
RabbitMQ message queue access
Identity service access configure the my_ip option
enable the LVM back end
the location of the Image service API
the lock path
the LVM back end with the LVM driver, cinder-volumes volume group, iSCSI
protocol, and appropriate iSCSI service.

[database]
connection = mysql+pymysql://cinder:CINDER_DBPASS@controller/cinder
[DEFAULT]
transport_url = rabbit://openstack:RABBIT_PASS@controller
auth_strategy = keystone
my_ip = MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS
enabled_backends = lvm
glance_api_servers = http://controller:9292
[keystone_authtoken]
auth_uri = http://controller:5000
auth_url = http://controller:5000
memcached_servers = controller:11211
auth_type = password
project_domain_id = default
user_domain_id = default
project_name = service
username = cinder
password = CINDER_PASS
[lvm]
volume_driver = cinder.volume.drivers.lvm.LVMVolumeDriver
volume_group = cinder-volumes
iscsi_protocol = iscsi
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iscsi_helper = tgtadm
[oslo_concurrency]
lock_path = /var/lib/cinder/tmp

Comment out or remove any other options in the [keystone_authtoken] section.

Replace MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE_IP_ADDRESS with the IP address of the
management network interface on your storage node, typically 10.0.0.41 for the first node
in the example architecture.

Back-end names are arbitrary. As an example, this guide uses the name of the driver as
the name of the back end.

Restart the Block Storage volume service including its dependencies:
# service tgt restart
# service cinder-volume restart

Cinder provides a backup service, but it is optional. in this guide the installation is not
carried out.

9.3.

Installing OpenStack with automation tools

9.3.1. Ansible
The following diagram shows the general workflow of an OpenStack-Ansible installation.

Figure 21 - Ansible workflow

9.3.1.1. Software requirements
Ensure that all hosts within an OpenStack-Ansible (OSA) environment meet the following
minimum requirements:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS or Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
Linux kernel version 3.13.0-34-generic or later is required.
CentOS (support is experimental)
Centos 7.
Linux kernel version 3.10.0 or later.
openSUSE (support is experimental)
Leap 42.X
Linux kernel version 4.4.X or later.
Secure Shell (SSH) client and server that support public key authentication
Network Time Protocol (NTP) client for time synchronization (such as ntpd or
chronyd)
Python 2.7.*x*
en_US.UTF-8 as the locale

9.3.1.2. Prepare deployment host
Update package source lists and upgrade the system packages and kernel:
# apt-get update && apt-get dist-upgrade

Reboot the host.

Install additional software packages if they were not installed during the operating system
installation:
# apt-get install aptitude build-essential git ntp ntpdate opensshserver python-dev sudo

Configure NTP to synchronize with a suitable time source.

Configure SSH keys
Ansible uses SSH with public key authentication to connect the deployment host and target
hosts. To reduce user interaction during Ansible operations, do not include passphrases
with key pairs.
Ansible deployments fail if the deployment server can’t use Secure Shell (SSH) to connect
to the containers.

Configure the network
Configure the deployment host (where Ansible is executed) to be on the same layer 2
network as the network designated for container management. By default, this is the brmgmt network. This configuration reduces the rate of failure caused by connectivity issues.
Select an IP address from the following example range to assign to the deployment host:
Container management: 172.29.236.0/22 (VLAN 10)
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Install the source and dependencies for the deployment host.

Clone the latest stable release of the OpenStack-Ansible Git repository in the
/opt/openstack-ansible directory:
# git clone -b 18.0.0.0rc3
https://git.openstack.org/openstack/openstack-ansible /opt/openstackansible

If git.openstack.org can not be accessed to run git clone, github.com can be used as an
alternative repo:
# git clone -b 18.0.0.0rc3 https://github.com/openstack/openstackansible.git /opt/openstack-ansible

Change to the /opt/openstack-ansible directory, and run the Ansible bootstrap script:
# scripts/bootstrap-ansible.sh

9.3.1.3. Prepare the target hosts
Update package source lists and upgrade the system packages and kernel:
# apt-get update && apt-get dist-upgrade

Reboot the host.

Ensure that the kernel version is 3.13.0-34-generic or later:
# uname -r

Install additional software packages:
# apt-get install bridge-utils debootstrap ifenslave ifenslave-2.6 \
lsof lvm2 ntp ntpdate openssh-server sudo tcpdump vlan python

Install the kernel extra package if you have one for your kernel version
# apt install linux-image-extra-$(uname -r)

Add the appropriate kernel modules to the /etc/modules file to enable VLAN and bond
interfaces:
# echo 'bonding' >> /etc/modules
# echo '8021q' >> /etc/modules
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Configure Network Time Protocol (NTP) in /etc/ntp.conf to synchronize with a suitable time
source and restart the service:
# service ntp restart

Reboot the host to activate the changes and use the new kernel.

Configure SSH keys
Copy the contents of the public key file on the deployment host to the
/root/.ssh/authorized_keys file on each target host.
Test public key authentication from the deployment host to each target host by using SSH
to connect to the target host from the deployment host. If you can connect and get the shell
without authenticating, it is working. SSH provides a shell without asking for a password.

OpenStack-Ansible deployments require the presence of a /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub file on the
deployment host. The contents of this file is inserted into an authorized_keys file for the
containers, which is a necessary step for the Ansible playbooks. You can override this
behavior by setting the lxc_container_ssh_key variable to the public key for the container.

Configuring the storage
Logical Volume Manager (LVM) enables a single device to be split into multiple logical
volumes that appear as a physical storage device to the operating system. The Block
Storage (cinder) service, and LXC containers that optionally run the OpenStack
infrastructure, can optionally use LVM for their data storage.

OpenStack-Ansible automatically configures LVM on the nodes, and overrides any existing
LVM configuration. If you had a customized LVM configuration, edit the generated
configuration file as needed.

To use the optional Block Storage (cinder) service, create an LVM volume group named
cinder-volumes on the storage host. Specify a metadata size of 2048 when creating the
physical volume. For example:
# pvcreate --metadatasize 2048 physical_volume_device_path
# vgcreate cinder-volumes physical_volume_device_path

Optionally, create an LVM volume group named lxc for container file systems if you want
to use LXC with LVM. If the lxc volume group does not exist, containers are automatically
installed on the file system under /var/lib/lxc by default.

Configuring the network
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OpenStack-Ansible uses bridges to connect physical and logical network interfaces on the
host to virtual network interfaces within containers. Target hosts need to be configured with
the following network bridges:

Bridge name
br-mgmt
br-storage
br-vxlan
br-vlan

Best configured on
On every node
On every storage node
On every compute node
On every network node
On every compute node
On every network node
On every compute node

With a static IP
Always
When component is deployed on metal
Always
When component is deployed on metal
Always
Never
Never

Table 7 - Network disposition

Host network bridges information

LXC internal: lxcbr0
The lxcbr0 bridge is required for LXC, but OpenStack-Ansible configures it automatically.
It provides external (typically Internet) connectivity to containers with dnsmasq
(DHCP/DNS) + NAT.
This bridge does not directly attach to any physical or logical interfaces on the host because
iptables handles connectivity. It attaches to eth0 in each container.
The container network that the bridge attaches to is configurable
openstack_user_config.yml file in the provider_networks dictionary.

in

the

Container management: br-mgmt
The br-mgmt bridge provides management of and communication between the
infrastructure and OpenStack services.
The bridge attaches to a physical or logical interface, typically a bond0 VLAN subinterface.
It also attaches to eth1 in each container.
The container network interface that the bridge attaches to is configurable in the
openstack_user_config.yml file.

Storage: br-storage
The br-storage bridge provides segregated access to Block Storage devices between
OpenStack services and Block Storage devices.
The bridge attaches to a physical or logical interface, typically a bond0 VLAN subinterface.
It also attaches to eth2 in each associated container.
The container network interface that the bridge attaches to is configurable in the
openstack_user_config.yml file.
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OpenStack Networking tunnel: br-vxlan
The br-vxlan bridge is required if the environment is configured to allow projects to create
virtual networks using VXLAN. It provides the interface for virtual (VXLAN) tunnel networks.
The bridge attaches to a physical or logical interface, typically a bond1 VLAN subinterface.
It also attaches to eth10 in each associated container.
The container network interface
openstack_user_config.yml file.

it

attaches

to

is

configurable

in

the

OpenStack Networking provider: br-vlan
The br-vlan bridge is provides infrastructure for VLAN tagged or flat (no VLAN tag) networks.
The bridge attaches to a physical or logical interface, typically bond1. It attaches to eth11
for VLAN type networks in each associated container. It is not assigned an IP address
because it handles only layer 2 connectivity.
The container network interface that the bridge attaches to is configurable in the
openstack_user_config.yml file.

9.3.1.4. Configure the deployment
Ansible references some files that contain mandatory and optional configuration directives.
Before you can run the Ansible playbooks, modify these files to define the target
environment. Configuration tasks include:
•
•
•
•
•

Target host networking to define bridge interfaces and networks.
A list of target hosts on which to install the software.
Virtual and physical network relationships for OpenStack Networking (neutron).
Passwords for all services.
Initial environment configuration

OpenStack-Ansible (OSA) depends on various files that are used to build an inventory for
Ansible. Perform the following configuration on the deployment host.
Copy the contents of the /opt/openstack-ansible/etc/openstack_deploy directory to the
/etc/openstack_deploy directory.
Change to the /etc/openstack_deploy directory.
Copy
the
openstack_user_config.yml.example
/etc/openstack_deploy/openstack_user_config.yml.

file

to

Review the openstack_user_config.yml file and make changes to the deployment of your
OpenStack environment.
Review the user_variables.yml file to configure global and role specific deployment options.
The file contains some example variables and comments but you can get the full list of
variables in each role’s specific documentation.
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One imporant variable is the install_method which configures the installation method for
the OpenStack services. The services can either be deployed from source (default) or from
distribution packages. Source based deployments are closer to a vanilla OpenStack
installation and allow for more tweaking and customizations. On the other hand, distro
based deployments generally provide a package combination which has been verified by
the distributions themselves. However, this means that updates are being released less
often and with a potential delay. Moreover, this method might offer fewer opportunities for
deployment customizations. The install_method variable is set during the initial deployment
and you must not change it as OpenStack-Ansible is not able to convert itself from one
installation method to the other. As such, it’s important to judge your needs against the
pros and cons of each method before making a decision. Please note that the distro
installation method was introduced during the Rocky cycle, and as a result of which, Ubuntu
16.04 is not supported due to the fact that there are no Rocky packages for it.

The configuration in the openstack_user_config.yml file defines which hosts run the
containers and services deployed by OpenStack-Ansible. For example, hosts listed in the
shared-infra_hosts section run containers for many of the shared services that your
OpenStack environment requires. Some of these services include databases, Memcached,
and RabbitMQ. Several other host types contain other types of containers, and all of these
are listed in the openstack_user_config.yml file.

Some services, such as glance, heat, horizon and nova-infra, are not listed individually in
the example file as they are contained in the os-infra hosts. You can specify image-hosts
or dashboard-hosts if you want to scale out in a specific manner.

Installing additional services
To install additional services, the files in etc/openstack_deploy/conf.d provide examples
showing the correct host groups to use. To add another service, add the host group,
allocate hosts to it, and then execute the playbooks.

Configuring service credentials
Configure credentials for each service in the /etc/openstack_deploy/user_secrets.yml file.
Consider using the Ansible Vault feature to increase security by encrypting any files that
contain credentials.

Adjust permissions on these files to restrict access by nonprivileged users.

The keystone_auth_admin_password option configures the admin tenant password for
both the OpenStack API and Dashboard access.
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We recommend that you use the pw-token-gen.py script to generate random values for the
variables in each file that contains service credentials:
# cd /opt/openstack-ansible
# ./scripts/pw-token-gen.py --file
/etc/openstack_deploy/user_secrets.yml

To regenerate existing passwords, add the --regen flag.

The playbooks do not currently manage changing passwords in an existing environment.
Changing passwords and rerunning the playbooks will fail and might break your OpenStack
environment.

9.3.1.5. Run playbooks
The installation process requires running three main playbooks:
The setup-hosts.yml Ansible foundation playbook prepares the target hosts for
infrastructure and OpenStack services, builds and restarts containers on target hosts, and
installs common components into containers on target hosts.
The setup-infrastructure.yml Ansible infrastructure playbook installs infrastructure services:
Memcached, the repository server, Galera, RabbitMQ, and rsyslog.
The setup-openstack.yml OpenStack playbook installs OpenStack services, including
Identity (keystone), Image (glance), Block Storage (cinder), Compute (nova), Networking
(neutron), etc.
Checking the integrity of the configuration files
Before running any playbook, check the integrity of the configuration files.
Ensure that all the files edited in the /etc/openstack_deploy directory are Ansible YAML
compliant.
Check the integrity of your YAML files.

Change to the /opt/openstack-ansible/playbooks directory, and run the following command:
# openstack-ansible setup-infrastructure.yml --syntax-check

Recheck that all indentation is correct. This is important because the syntax of the
configuration files can be correct while not being meaningful for OpenStack-Ansible.

Run the playbooks to install OpenStack
Change to the /opt/openstack-ansible/playbooks directory.

Run the host setup playbook:
# openstack-ansible setup-hosts.yml
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Confirm satisfactory completion with zero items unreachable or failed
Run the infrastructure setup playbook:
# openstack-ansible setup-infrastructure.yml

Confirm satisfactory completion with zero items unreachable or failed

Run the following command to verify the database cluster:
# ansible galera_container -m shell \
-a "mysql -h localhost -e 'show status like \"%wsrep_cluster_%\";'"

Run the OpenStack setup playbook:
# openstack-ansible setup-openstack.yml

Confirm satisfactory completion with zero items unreachable or failed.

9.3.1.6. Verifying OpenStack operation
Determine the name of the utility container:
# lxc-ls | grep utility

Access the utility container:
# lxc-attach -n infra1_utility_container-161a4084

List your openstack users:
# openstack user list --os-cloud=default

Verifying the Dashboard (horizon)
With a web browser, access the Dashboard by using the external load balancer IP address
defined
by
the
external_lb_vip_address
option
in
the
/etc/openstack_deploy/openstack_user_config.yml file. The Dashboard uses HTTPS on
port 443.
Authenticate by using the admin user name and the password defined by the
keystone_auth_admin_password option in the /etc/openstack_deploy/user_secrets.yml file.
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9.4.

Installing OpenStack in Ubuntu using conjure-up

9.4.1. Cluster deployment
9.4.1.1. Minimum requirements
•

•
•

4 x Intel, POWER or ARM servers each with:
o 8GB RAM
o IPMI BMC
o 2 ethernet network interfaces
You will also need a switch and router. The cluster must be on an isolated /24
network with a route to the internet. There must not be a DHCP server on this /24
network.
High availability clouds require 12 nodes for service isolation, and you will need to
setup an HA Postgres too.

9.4.1.2. Set up your MAAS hardware
•
•
•

Connect the both NICs of the servers to the same network switch.
Identify the smallest server, if they are not identical. You will use this for MAAS, the
‘Metal as a Service’ provisioning system which will drive automated installation of
the OS on the rest of the cluster.
Install Ubuntu Server 18.04 LTS on the MAAS server. Give it an IP address on the
/24 and static default route to the gateway router, so it can see the Internet. You
might want to bond the two NICs for resilience and/or bandwidth aggregation.

9.4.1.3. Install MAAS
On your Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS machine:
sudo apt update
sudo apt install maas

Create your admin credentials:
sudo maas init

Login to the MAAS UI at http://<serverip>/MAAS/

Complete the setup wizard for MAAS and import images for Ubuntu. Importing images may
take a while, but you can ‘continue’ as soon as it’s started and work on other aspects of
MAAS setup while the import happens.

Add or import your SSH public keys. MAAS will ensure you can login with your normal SSH
keys to any of the machines you deploy.
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9.4.1.4. Configure the subnet and DHCP
Go to the “Subnets” tab and verify that “gateway” and “DNS” are correct for your subnet.

MAAS will provide DHCP and DNS for the /24 network on your isolated LAN switch.

For the DHCP dynamic range, we recommend at least two IPs per NIC in the cluster (and
remember you have at least two NICs per server, so probably 50 IPs in the range if you
have 10 servers). Don’t use the entire /24 for DHCP though since you will need IP
addresses for various OpenStack services and guests.

Go back to the “subnets” tab and this time click on the “untagged” VLAN. Select ‘Take
action’ and then ‘Provide dhcp’ with your dynamic range.

9.4.1.5. Verify image syncing
Go to the “Images” tab and check if the Ubuntu images have all been downloaded and are
in a “Synced” state. Depending on your bandwidth it may take a while for it to finish. You
can only proceed with the next steps if the images are synced.

9.4.1.6. Register your hardware with MAAS
For the rest of the machines in the cluster:
•
•
•

These are your OpenStack hosts
Set them to PXE boot by default
Connect both NICs to the ethernet switch

We suggest you disable all other boot options in the BIOS for the OpenStack hosts in the
cluster, including local disk. MAAS will provide PXE so these servers boot successfully.

Power the machines on. You should see them PXE boot ‘under MAAS control’ if they have
monitors attached to them. They will all appear in the “Nodes” tab of MAAS after a while
once the initial PXE boot ‘enlistment’ process is done.

Edit each machine, filling in the power type and other parameters, if they are not
automatically set and correct already.

Select all the machines and then ‘Take action’ and ‘Commission’ them.

Wait until all machines have a “Ready” status
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Verify the networking on each server. Look at the interfaces tab for every server. The first
NIC should be the PXE one and be on the /24 subnet with the IP address set to ‘Auto
assign’. The second NIC (the non-PXE one) must be connected to the subnet with the IP
address set to ‘Unconfigured’.
You might want to test all the hardware by again selecting all the servers and ‘Take action’
then ‘Test hardware’ with whichever tests you care to run. Some tests are deep soak tests
which will take a long time, others will comprehensively write all over the disks, so be
thoughtful about which tests you run, although you are about to format these disks anyway.

9.4.1.7. Install and launch conjure-up
Install conjure-up on the MAAS server:
sudo snap install conjure-up --classic
conjure-up

9.4.1.8. Select OpenStack hypervisor
conjure-up offers two options with OpenStack:
1. OpenStack with NovaLXD: This installs OpenStack configured to use the LXC
‘machine container’ hypervisor — containers that behave like ultra-fast VMs.
Choose this option to run Linux workloads in LXD containers, for higher density
and for evaluation of OpenStack.
2. OpenStack with NovaKVM: This installs OpenStack configured to use the KVM
hypervisor ready to launch full virtual machines. We recommend this option for
production clouds.
9.4.1.9. Configure a new cloud
Once you have selected ‘OpenStack with ‘NovaKVM’, you will be prompted to create a new
cloud with MAAS.

9.4.1.10. Add MAAS endpoint and credentials
The MAAS REST API endpoint will be of the form: http://<maas.ip>/MAAS/.
The api key is found under the MAAS ‘admin’ account page.
Next, you will have the opportunity to configure the individual OpenStack services.

9.4.1.11. Configure and deploy the OpenStack services
Choose Configure to change the default configuration of any component. When all
components are configured to your liking, choose Deploy.
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9.4.2. Workstation deployment
9.4.2.1. Minimum requirements
Single machine with 16GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS or later.
9.4.2.2. Install conjure-up
conjure-up provides a text-based wizard to walk you through the process of setting up
OpenStack. It can be used with full bare metal clusters, or on your workstation with LXD.
We’ll be using LXD to create a set of container machines for the OpenStack services.

Follow these step-by-step instructions.
conjure-up requires a minimum version of LXD of 3.0.0. Additionally, LXD should be
configured prior to running.

To install LXD run the following:
sudo snap install lxd
sudo lxd.migrate

Snaps are the recommended installation method for LXD. For the best experience, it is
recommended to migrate from the deb LXD packaging. This will move all container specific
data to the snap version and clean up the unused debian packages. When prompted,
uninstall the old LXD version so that only the snap version is available.

After running lxd.migrate, it is necessary to configure a network bridge and add a storage
pool. While mostly default options can be used, it is important that the storage pool is
created and named “default” and that the network bridge is created and named “lxdbr0”.
$ sudo lxd init
Would you like to use LXD clustering? (yes/no) [default=no]:
Do you want to configure a new storage pool? (yes/no) [default=yes]:
Name of the new storage pool [default=default]:
Name of the storage backend to use (btrfs, ceph, dir, lvm, zfs)
[default=zfs]:
Create a new ZFS pool? (yes/no) [default=yes]:
Would you like to use an existing block device? (yes/no) [default=no]:
Size in GB of the new loop device (1GB minimum) [default=100GB]:
Would you like to connect to a MAAS server? (yes/no) [default=no]:
Would you like to create a new local network bridge? (yes/no)
[default=yes]:
What should the new bridge be called? [default=lxdbr0]:
What IPv4 address should be used? (CIDR subnet notation, "auto"; or
"none") [default=auto]: 10.8.8.1/24
Would you like LXD to NAT IPv4 traffic on your bridge? [default=yes]:
What IPv6 address should be used? (CIDR subnet notation, "auto" or
"none") [default=auto]: none
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Would you like LXD to be available over the network? (yes/no)
[default=no]:
Would you like stale cached images to be updated automatically? (yes/no)
[default=yes]
Would you like a YAML "lxd init" preseed to be printed? (yes/no)
[default=no]:

Then install conjure-up:
sudo snap install conjure-up --classic

Note:
If you need to enable snap packages for installation of lxd of conjure-up then:
sudo apt update && sudo apt upgrade
sudo apt install snapd

Now logout and login, or run:
source /etc/profile.d/apps-bin-path.sh

Now you can resume the snap install conjure-up step.

9.4.2.3. Deploy OpenStack
Now you are ready to start the OpenStack deployment process on your workstation.
You will see a menu of 'spells' which are descriptions of distributed software systems that
conjure-up can deploy for you. Choose ‘OpenStack with LXD’.

9.4.2.4. Follow the on-screen instructions
Complete the installation of OpenStack using conjure-up. You will be prompted for:
1. A selection from a list of recommended spells — Here we’re using “OpenStack with
NovaLXD”.
2. A cloud for the deployment — Here we’re going to “Configure a New Cloud” to live
on “localhost”.
3. A network bridge and storage pool — Here we’ll use “lxdbr0” and “default” as
created prior to installing conjure-up in Step 2 of this guide.
4. An SSH public key path — Here we’ll use the default location of “~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub”.
5. Any other configurations for the applications being deployed — Here we’ll be using
the default values for the applications, but you can configure based on your needs.
6. When ready, hit “Deploy”, and conjure-up will begin the deployment. This will take
on the order of one hour to run to completion.

When the deployment is completed, go to the URL displayed in the summary screen and
login with the provided credentials.
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10.

Annex B: Tools Infrastructure Automation and Monitoring

10.1.

Terraform

HashiCorp Terraform enables you to safely and predictably create, change, and improve
infrastructure. It is an open source tool that codifies APIs into declarative configuration files
that can be shared amongst team members, treated as code, edited, reviewed, and
versioned.

10.2.

Chef

Chef is a powerful automation platform that allows you to define your infrastructure as code
to ensure that configurations are applied consistently in every environment, at any scale.
Whether you’re operating in the cloud, on-premises, or in a hybrid environment, Chef
automates how infrastructure is configured, deployed, and managed across your network,
no matter its size.

10.3.

Puppet

Puppet gives you an automatic way to inspect, deliver, operate and future-proof all of your
infrastructure and software, no matter where it runs. Know what you have so you can
control and enforce consistency across it, secure it and keep it compliant, all the while
modernizing it as business needs dictate.

10.4.

Saltstack

SaltStack provides devops engineers and IT operators with event-driven automation and
orchestration for natively integrated configuration management, infrastructure security and
compliance, and control over clouds and containers.

10.5.

Ansible

Ansible is a simple automation language that can perfectly describe an IT application
infrastructure. It’s easy-to-learn, self-documenting, and doesn’t require a grad-level
computer science degree to read. Automation shouldn’t be more complex than the tasks
it’s replacing.

10.6.

Juju

Juju is an open source application modelling tool that allows you to deploy, configure, scale
and operate cloud infrastructures quickly and efficiently on public clouds such as AWS,
GCE, and Azure along with private ones such as MAAS, OpenStack, and VSphere.
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10.7.

Jenkins

Jenkins is a self-contained, open source automation server which can be used to automate
all sorts of tasks related to building, testing, and delivering or deploying software.
Jenkins can be installed through native system packages, Docker, or even run standalone
by any machine with a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed.

10.8.

Vagrant

HashiCorp Vagrant provides the same, easy workflow regardless of your role as a
developer, operator, or designer. It leverages a declarative configuration file which
describes all your software requirements, packages, operating system configuration, users,
and more.

10.9.

AWS CloudFormation

AWS CloudFormation provides a common language for you to describe and provision all
the infrastructure resources in your cloud environment. CloudFormation allows you to use
a simple text file to model and provision, in an automated and secure manner, all the
resources needed for your applications across all regions and accounts. This file serves as
the single source of truth for your cloud environment.

10.10. Azure Resource Manager
Azure Resource Manager enables you to repeatedly deploy your app and have confidence
that your resources are deployed in a consistent state. You define the infrastructure and
dependencies for your app in a single declarative template. This template is flexible enough
to use for all of your environments such as test, staging or production. If you create a
solution from the Azure Marketplace, the solution will automatically include a template that
you can use for your app.

10.11. Google Cloud Deployment Manager
Deployment Manager is an infrastructure deployment service that automates the creation
and management of Google Cloud Platform resources for you. Write flexible template and
configuration files and use them to create deployments that have a variety of Cloud
Platform services, such as Google Cloud Storage, Google Compute Engine, and Google
Cloud SQL, configured to work together.

10.12. Docker
Docker unlocks the potential of your organization by giving developers and IT the freedom
to build, manage and secure business-critical applications without the fear of technology
or infrastructure lock-in.
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10.13. Pallet
Pallet is platform for agile and programmatic automation of infrastructure in the cloud, on
server racks or directly on virtual machines. Pallet provides cloud provider and operating
system independence and allows for an unprecedented level of customization.

10.14. (R)?ex
With (R)?ex you can manage all your boxes from a central point through the complete
process of configuration management and software deployment. (R)?ex is a server
orchestration tool that doesn't need an agent on the hosts you want to manage.

10.15. Monit
Monit is a small Open Source utility for managing and monitoring Unix systems. Monit
conducts automatic maintenance and repair and can execute meaningful causal actions in
error situations.

10.16. CFEngine
CFEngine is a software solution that helps system administrators and other stakeholders
in the IT organization become more agile and respond faster to business requirements
while ensuring SLAs and regulatory compliance, through automation.

10.17. NixOS
NixOS is a Linux distribution with a unique approach to package and configuration
management. Built on top of the Nix package manager, it is completely declarative, makes
upgrading systems reliable, and has many other advantages.
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11.

Annex C: NFVI Products

11.1.

NFVI Data Center Hardware Platform

NFVI data center hardware refers to commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) networking and
computing devices though there’s nothing preventing proprietary integrated hardware for
qualifying as NFVI. COTS hardware is widely available, viewed as commodity and is
supposed to help drive down the cost of data centers. NFVI data center hardware platforms
are often based on ‘bare metal’ networking and computing platforms.
The companies that offer these solutions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.2.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE): HPE NFV Blueprints
Lenovo: Lenovo NFV Solutions (Intel Select Solution for NFVI, Ref. Arch. for NFVI)
Nokia: Nokia Airframe Data Center Solution
Cavium, Inc.: ThunderX ARMv8 Processors
Dell EMC | Service Provider Solutions: Dell EMC NFV Ready Bundle for VMware
Intel: Intel Select Fast Track Kit for NFVI
Kontron (Communications Business Unit): SYMKLOUD OpenStack Platform
Mellanox Technologies: BlueField SmartNIC
Netronome: Netronome Agilio CX 10, 25 and 40GbE SmartNICs

NFVI Other Hardware Platforms

NFVI hardware platforms consist of NFVI data center hardware platforms and edge
solutions that help complete entire NFV solution applications. Platforms that exist on the
edge may be similar or scaled-down versions of that in the data center, often designed to
support popular edge applications (or application families).
The companies that offer these solutions:
•
•

11.3.

AT&T: AT&T FlexWare
Ciena: Ciena 3926m Service Delivery Switch

NFVI Software

NFVI software comes in many forms ranging from Operating Systems (OS) and
hypervisors, to virtualized infrastructure solutions, to software-based network components
and accelerators.
The companies that offer these solutions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enea Software: Enea NFV Access
VMware, Inc.: vCloud NFV
6WIND: 6WIND Virtual Accelerator
ADVA Optical Networking: Ensemble Connector
Cisco Systems: Cisco Enterprise Network Functions Virtualization
Huawei: FusionSphere OpenStack
Linux Foundation: Open Container Initiative
Mirantis: Mirantis Cloud Platform
Radisys: FlowEngine
Red Hat: Red Hat OpenStack Platform
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•
•

11.4.

Telco Systems: NFVTime
Wind River: Titanium Cloud Product Portfolio

VIM Products

NFVI typically refers to the commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware, and networking
components of an NFV solution. The VIM is responsible for management of the NFVI, and
we view the NFVI and VIM as having a very tight relationship. VIMs perform many key
functions such as keeping track of the allocation of virtual resources to physical resources.
The VIM also orchestrates the upgrades, releases, and reclamation of NFVI resources to
optimize their use.
The companies that offer these solutions:
•
•
•

Canonical / Ubuntu: Ubuntu OpenStack
Ericsson: Ericsson Cloud Execution Environment
ZTE Corporation: ZTE TECS
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12.

Annex D: NFV Orchestration platform

NFV Orchestration is used to coordinate the resources and networks needed to set up
cloud-based services and applications. This process uses a variety of virtualization
software and industry standard hardware.
12.1.

OSM

OSM is delivering an open source Management and Orchestration (MANO) stack aligned
with ETSI NFV Information Models. As an operator-led community, OSM is offering a
production-quality open source MANO stack that meets the requirements of commercial
NFV networks.

12.2.

ONAP

ONAP provides a comprehensive platform for real-time, policy-driven orchestration and
automation of physical and virtual network functions that will enable software, network, IT
and cloud providers and developers to rapidly automate new services and support
complete lifecycle management.
By unifying member resources, ONAP is accelerating the development of a vibrant
ecosystem around a globally shared architecture and implementation for network
automation–with an open standard focus–faster than any one product could on its own.

12.3.

CORD

CORD (Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter) combines NFV, SDN, and the
elasticity of commodity clouds to bring datacenter economics and cloud agility to the Telco
Central Office. CORD lets the operator manage their Central Offices using declarative
modeling languages for agile, real-time configuration of new customer services. Major
service providers like AT&T, SK Telecom, Verizon, China Unicom and NTT
Communications are already supporting CORD.

12.4.

Cloudify

Cloudify is an open source cloud orchestration framework. Cloudify enables you to model
applications and services and automate their entire life cycle, including deployment on any
cloud or data center environment, monitoring all aspects of a deployed application,
detecting issues and failure, manually or automatically remediating such issues, and
performing ongoing maintenance tasks. Application Modeling Application modeling
enables you to describe an application, with all its resources (infrastructure, middleware,
application code, scripts, tool configuration, metrics, and logs), in a generic, descriptive
manner.
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Glossary
AMQP. Advanced Message Queuing Protocol.
API. Application Programming Interface.
ARM. Advanced RISC Machine.
AWS. Amazon Web Services.
BMC. Baseboard Management Controller.
CLI. Command-Line Interface.
COTS. Commercial-Off-The-Shelf.
CPU. central processing Unit.
DHCP. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.
DNS. Domain Name System.
ETSI. European Telecommunications Standards Institute.
GB. GigaByte.
GCE. Google Compute Engine.
GPDR. General Data Protection Regulation.
HP or HPE. Hewlett-Packard Enterprise
HW. HardWare.
IaaS. Infrastructure as a Service
ICOM. Introducción a las COMunicaciones
IP. Internet Protocol.
IPMI. Intelligent Platform Management Interface.
IPSAV. Introduccion al Procesado de Señales AudioVisuales.
iSCSI. Internet Small Computer System Interface.
ISO. International Organization for Standardization.
IT. Information Technology.
JRE. Java Runtime Environment.
KVM. Kernel-based Virtual Machine.
LDAP. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
LTS. Long-Term Support.
LVM. Logical Volume Manager.
LXD. Linux Containers.
MAAS. Metal As A Service.
MANO. MANagement and Orchestration.
ML2. Modular Layer 2.
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NAS. Network Attached Storage.
NFS. Network File System.
NFV. Network Functions Virtualization.
NFV-MANO. NFV MANagement and Orchestration.
NFVI. NFV Infrastructure.
NFVO. NFV Orchestrator.
NIC. Network interface controller.
NTP. Network Time Protocol.
OS. Operating System.
OSA. OpenStack-Ansible.
PaaS. Platform as a Service.
PCI DSS. Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard.
PXE. Preboot eXecution Environment.
QCOW. QEMU Copy On Write.
RAM. Random Access Memory.
REST. REpresentational State Transfer.
SaaS. Software as a Service.
SAN. Storage Area Network.
SDN. Software Defined Network.
SQL. Structured Query Language.
SLA. Service Level Agreement.
SSH. Secure Shell.
SW. SoftWare.
SYMKLOUD.
TB. TeraByte.
TFG. Trabajo Final de Grado.
UTF. Unicode Transformation Format.
VIM. Virtualized Infrastructure Manager.
VLAN. Virtual Local Area Network.
VM. Virtual Machine.
VNF. Virtual Network Function.
VXLAN. Virtual Extensible Local Area Network.
YAML. YAML Ain't Markup Language.
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